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College .Leaders' V~ws Vary IFaculty Students Join Crusade 
On Social, Academic Changes ' ' 
Honor systems. psychiatris~:. :o:~~; ~~~~e:~hanacademichonorbecause, Malie 'Room F' Earthy Retrea l 
and academic change, calendar days, in the words of one editor, "A school 
cars, and room inspection all were is for studying. Is it its role to reg-
dissected last weekend by newspaper ulate your social life?" The tangled 
editors and student government problem of the extent to which the 
leaders from nine Eastern colleges school should act in loco parentis 
meeting at Pembroke for the third seemed to trouble many of the stu-
annual Women's College Conference. dents. 
Four seniors, Ellen Jaffe and Without Honor Systems 
Robin Reisig of News and Louise Because Pembroke, which is on the 
Knight and Jennie Gerard of College Brown campus, found that its liberal 
Gcvernment, represented Wellesley. hc•nor system was being abused and 
Connecticut College for Women, Doug- some girls were eliminating signing 
loss, Jackson, Mount Holyoke, Pem- out from their social lives, the "last 
broke, Simmons, Skidmore and bc.ues" of the system were tossed out 
Wheaton also sent delegates, for a last year. Sign-ins are now checked. 
total of 35. Yet Pembroke, along with Wellesley, 
Comparative Politics se£:med to impose the fewest sign--0ut 
The newspaper and government restrictions. 
representatives tended to discuss sim- Continued 011 page eight 
by po1111a Dickaso11 '67 
It may be filled with ethnic folk-
niks, wildly gesticulating debaters, 
and aspiring poets from MIT - but 
beat is not the word for Wellesley's 
up-and-coming coffee house. 
Backed by the enthusiasm of co-
chairmen Holly Smith '66 and Jane 
niffin '68 and their Central Commit-
tee, the kind depication of Miss Ann 
Congleton, of the philosophy dept., the 
support of many faculty members, 
and the eagerness not-to-be-minister-
ed--0nto-but-to-minister of approxi-
mately seventy students who have 
already volunteered to help man 
the espresso machine, "'Room F" is 
slated to open in its Billings location 1 asm of the faculty members who 
late in October. What was once a 
dream in an overcrowded corner of 
the El Table has become a free-
\"heeling, full-scale crusade. 
Although several isolated campus 
groups had felt the need of an addi-
tion to the existing palatal paradises, 
the Well and the El Table, the strong-
est plea for action came from a 
number of students and teachers 
whose post-class discussion was liter-
ally suffocated by the daily 3: 30 
stampede on the El Table. 
nave donated an en~"lTious coffee um, 
im espresso machine; and a record 
player, and the loan of the old tables 
fmm Pomeroy's newly renovated 
c!ining room. Typical of the off-beat 
enthusiasm inspired by the coffee 
house was one ·student's offer: "If 
you don't mind getting the issues a 
week late, you can have my sub-
scription to Variety." 
ilar issues from the diverging view-
points of editorial criticism and leg-
islative change, during their separate 
sessions Friday night and Saturday 
morning and their joint meeting Sat-
urday afternoon. Comparing systems 
gave students a wider perspective on 
Pembroke Battle Triggers 
Besides providing a haven for such 
frustrated debaters, .. Room F" hopes 
to sponsor literary readings, post-
film panels, and music performances, 
display photographs, posters, and a 
rotating student art gallery, and 
house journals, newspapers, and mag-
azines. U workers ever master the 
intricacies of the espresso machine, 
it may even serve coffee - as well 
as tea, cocoa, and authentic non-
Drake's-Bakeries pastries. 
But such wild generosity is limited, 
and Room F's greatest present need 
is volunteer support; interested stu-
dents should contact Jane Oliver in 
Severance. Especially needed are 
cdfee cups, preferably not of the 
greasy spoon variety, and demitasse 
sets, to preserve that flavor of Wel-
lesley gentility. 
Students -possessing such valuables 
should contact one of the following 
members: Jan Whitman, Bates; Di 
Chapman, Beebe; Jane Riffin, Caz; 
Virginia Rice, Claflin; Laura Grosch, 
Davis; Allyn Ross, Freeman; Ros 
Greenberg, McAfee; Cathy Treece. 
Mungi>r; Barbara Wolff, Pomeroy; 
Jane Oliver, Severance; Sally Gid-
dings, Shafer; Carole Goldstein, 
Stone, and Sandy Rockwell, TCW. 
Contraceptive 
their own communities.. by Ellen Jaffe '66 
The current desire for liberalizing "Johnson Prescribes Birth Control 
social regulations was shared by all Pills; Administration Shows Tacit Ap-
thl• newspaper editors and many of 1 proval," ran the headlines in Sep-
the student government officials. tr~mber 28's special edition of the 
Calendar Days Pembroke Record, dramatizing Dr 
"Calendar days" were a common Roswell Johnson's dispensation of 
concern. Wheaton abolished them birthcontrol information and prescrip-
completely last spring. tions. 
"We like to think that a Wheaton Dr. Johnson, chief of the Pembroke 
student's academic career is not cen- Health Center, announced this policy 
tered around her vacations," Jane last spring. "I am willing to give out 
-Calnan. Academic Chairman, said. information on this subject to anyone 
"We asked for this chance to prove willing to discuss it with me. I give 
we were responsible." out only prescriptions, not the pills 
Academic v. Social Honor? themselves, and I will give a pre-
All the colleges except Pembroke scription only to someone who is over 
and Douglass have at least a nominal 2; ," Dr. Johnson was quoted as say-
honor system. Simmons students I ing. He added that he required "a 
pointed to their unproctored examina· Jeng process" of personal consulta-
tions with pride and to Haverford's lion. 
"take-home" final examination sys- "We want to know why they want 
tern with respect. to use the pills," he said, as reported 
Social regulations seemed less re- by UPI. "I want to feel I'm con-
Expert To Lecture on Murals 
Discovered in Istanbul Chapel 
Miss Serarpie der Nersessian, a 
former Wellesley professor of art, 
will speak Monday, October 11, in 
Jewett Auditorium on "The Mosaics 
and Frescoes of the Karive Camii." 
This impressive cycle of mural paint-
iJ1gs, done about 1310-20, has recently 
been uncovered in a mortuary chapel 
attached to the Karive Camii, a 
church in Istanbul. 
Controversy 
tributing to a solid relationship and 
no•. contributing to unmitigated prom-
iscuity." Rhode Island's Jaw, unlike 
that of Massachusetts, permits dis-
semination of contraceptive inform:i-
tion, medication. and devices. 
The Record "planted" a rePorter 
in the infirmary; she was temporar-
ily denied a prescription on the 
grounds that she was under 21, but 
Continued 011 pa1.1e ei1.1ht 
Poet Explains Use 
Of 'Object-Words' 
Poet Francois Ponge will speak at 
Wellesley Wednesday, October 13 in 
\l lecture to be held at 7:45 in Pendle-
ton, sponsored by the French Depart-
ment. 
Ponge, horn in Montpellier in 18S!l, 
made his first appearance as an 
author in 1926 with the publication of 
Douze Petits Ecrits. His best known 
work, Le Parti Pris des Cho£es, did 
not appear until 1942, followed in 
1948 by Poemes, and in 1952 by La 
Rage de !'Expression. 
So far "Room F" has been self-
supporting, existing on the ingenuity 
oi members who have scouted the 
murky depths of Cambridge in search 
of a used refrigerator, the enthusi· 
Curtain Rises on Junior Show; 
Knight Starts Two Night Stand 
Hear ye! The Junior Classe will I As everyone may have guessed by 
present One Knight's Stand this Fri- now, One Knight's Stand has a me-
daye and Saturdaye even-tydes at 8 dieval them~. Besides being in keep-
p.m. in Alumnae Halle. Admissyon ing with Wellesley's pseudo-Gothic 
will be free. Come one, come all! architecture, such a theme can effec-
When the curtain rises Friday eve- tively transport actors and audience 
ning it will mark the culmination of into another time and a different 
weeks of effort by virtually every setting. The elaborate costumes and 
member of the class of 1967 to make sets add beauty to the production. 
their junior show not only remem- "The junior show, no matter how 
bered but the best ever. good it is, cannot rely on itself. It 
66 Performers needs an exciting theme," remarked 
"There is not a person who was at Diane. She added, "We also knew we 
th<.> Cape who does not have a part of wanted a poignant hero, because that 
herself in that show," chairman Di- is the closest one can get to serious-
ane Sawyer stated. Besides Diane. ness in a play of this sort. 
the Cape Committee was compo~ed Records Available 
Le Language Des Choses of director Nancy Heller; production, The junior show is sponsored by 
His work has little poetic form. and stage, publicity, and business man- the junior class, patrons, and pro-
speaks mainly of elemental things: agers; script writers and lyricists; gram advertisements. Records of the 
pebbles, carnations, a snail, a turtle. musicians and dancers; an artist, 16 songs in the show will be on sale 
Throughout his writings Ponge has typist, and cook. fc,· $2.50 at both performances and 
been concerned with objects, choses, Sixty-six juniors will perform in the in the dormitories. 
and the language used to describe show, despite the Cape Committee's An open dress rehearsal will be 
them. attempts to make it f;l. Dozens of given Thursday evening for those un-
He feels it a necessity to assume 
1 
girls have. also been busy backstage. able to come on the weekend. 
the point of view of the objects. to ~:~ ::0~~ r~~~~~s ~~:tu~0~~ Senate Starts Year With Lively Session th~ basic languag~ of the thing~, I by Barbara Elden '66 
?bJect-words emancipated from man s With a lively' thought-provoking but ulty or administration sitting on their 
intellectual control. iuconclusive session, Senate com- governing body. This made the bodies 
Sartre His Friend and Critic menced its operations for the school virtually ineffective, capable of legis· 
Je3n Paul Sartre, in a critique of year. lating but incapable of enforcing. 
Ponge's works entitled L'llomme et Despite its placid-looking format, 
Miss der Nersessian, Armenian by 
birth, was educated.in Constantinople, 
and has specialized in Byzantine Art. 
She possesses an unrivaled knowledge 
of Armenian history, art, and culture 
- essential in understanding the By-
zantine Empire. 
Recognitions Many 
Recognitions of Miss der Nerses-
sian's achievement in this field are 
multifold. She graduated in 1936 from 
the Sorbonne, where she received the 
degree of Docteur des lettres with the 
highest honors of any candidate. The 
book, written for her thesis, re-
ceived the Fould prize of 3500 
francs by the Institut de France. The 
Fould prize is awarded biannually to 
the best book on art published during 
that period. 
Miss Seraple der Ner£esslan les Choses, backed up these beliefs: discussion in several instances came Linda Almgren '66 represented the 
"Les choses existent. II faut en around to points of central interest camfpus singing groups in presenting 
ture, naming Miss der Nersessian as prendre son parti, ii faut prendre and importance, although no decisive their request for the privilege to 
"an inspiring teacher, a distin~uished leur parti. Nous abandonnerons done steps could be taken because Qf the charge for performances. Issues in-
scholar, and a successful adminis- les discours trop humains pour nous lack of several members. Reports on volved here were the fact that they 
trator." mettre a parler des choses." the National Student Association Con- are presently supporting themselves 
Since she left Wellesley in 1947, Empty Room I fLrence and the Third Annual Wo- out of the members' pockets. For a 
Miss Nersessian has been a resident Ponge has had close association men's College Conference, the first precedent to be set by Senate seems 
scholar at the Dumbarton Oaks Re- with many prominent European attended by Polly Gambrill '67 and to be a dangerous thing, since in the 
search Library and Collection in writers and artists other than Sartre. I the latter by Louise Knight '66 and future other groups might attempt to 
Washington, D. C. Dumbarton Oaks among them Camus and Picasso. He Jennie Gerard '66, pointed out where use the privilege. Decision was post· 
was founded in 1940 as a part of worked for a time for the scholarly Wellesley stood in relation to other poned until the next meeting. 
Harvard University with the purpose jeurnal, La Nouvelle Revue Fran· colleges. The final point of discussion was a 
of furthering all studies in Byzantine caise. The general concensus was that clarification of the workings of the 
In 1943, the American Association humanities and of coordinating them At the present time, Ponge is living Wellesley stood fairly bigh a111ong court system. This proved to be the 
of University Women conferred the in a research institution. Miss der in a room, empty, it is said, except 
1 
otl1er colleges in the types and extent most controversial, bringing into play 
$2500 achievement aw~d for contri- Nersessian was the first woman for an alphabet and an etymological of privileges. offered. Polly pointed the whole conception of justice at 
butions in the field of Byzantine cul- 1 asked to study at the research center. dictionary. out that many colleges have no fac- Wellesley. 
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EDITORIALS 
A Will And a Way 
Transportation is an increasingly pressing problem at Wellesley, 
as Miss Clapp pointed out in her remarks at opening Convocation. 
There are two distinct needs, those of individuals and those of col-
lege organizations, both arising from the inconvenience and length 
of time it takes to travel to Boston by public transportation. While 
Administration policy remains firm on not allowing students to own 
and use cars while college is in session (except for non-resident 
students and cases of special permission), for reasons of safety, 
space, and social discrimination, a solution must be found for stu-
dents doing tutoring and social service work in Boston, students who 
are doing specialized library Qr museum work, etc. 
College Organizations 
Last Friday, Miss Frisch met with representatives of SO, the 
Civil Group, and Chapel to discuss the. problem. In the past! colle~e 
government funds have not been available for transportation; this 
year, however, SO has received a $60 grant and, in addition, has 
discovered a longstanding $3000 fund, the interest of which they 
plan to use toward buses. Although the meeting itself did not pro-
duce positive results, SO is trying to consolidate with other groups, 
to detetmine how many people need transportation and when, and 
to supervise the renting of buses. News highly approves this and 
urges all interested groups, plus the administration, to work together 
on this enterprise. 
Since students do not object to paying a minimal fee, girls 
could be charged 50c - $1.00 per ride to provide part of the cost; 
the rest should come from extended College Government grants 
especially for transportation, and from money raised in other ways, 
such as the spaghetti dinner the Civil Rights Group sponsored two 
years ago. The stipulation permitting CG grants, special funds, etc., 
to be used for transportation seems to us invali~. Although not ev~ry 
student will take advantage of the buses, the entire college community 
is eligible to do so, and the organizations arc all-college bodies func-
tioning under CG, of which every student is a member. These buses 
could be arranged to suit the needs of students requiring them 
weekly. From time to time, other girls may use them as well. 
Car Rentals 
What about individual students? News proposes a new idea : 
that car rental privileges be extended to students ~ho wish _to work 
in Boston and in suburban towns, to do work singly or m small 
groups for News and other organizations, to altend special ~ectures. 
etc. This would mean abolishing the rule about not renting cars 
within a 25-mile radius of the college. 
Daytime and overnight rentals could be allowed. For students 
under 21, the rental companies require parental permission; this 
might be covered in a "blanket permission" at the beginning of the 
year. 
Only by trying such a !>ystem can we discover if it works, 
permitting students greater mobility without undue expense and 
traffic. Because the cars would be rented for limited times, differing 
according to individual needs, and the rates might be shared b~ a 
few girls, the "have-have-not" distinction that troubles the Adm.m-
istration would not arise, and neither would the dangerous congestion 
caused by many cars continually on campus. 
Guidance Needed 
Many college girls spend half their social life trying to meet 
a man and the other half wondering whether or not to go to bed 
with him. Operation Match tries to solve the more acceptable first 
question but no computer can deal with the complexities of the 
second. As Dean Frisch said, the birth control pills do not solve the 
psychological side of the matter. 
The current controversy over the function of a university health 
service, brought to attention by the Pembroke Record's rather sen-
sational storv on Dr. Johnson's ethical and judicial prescription of 
contraceptive pills, makes us wonder to what degree the college 
should determine its students' conduct. During the years we are here 
we are not completely on our own, yet we must develop our private 
attitudes and values. · 
The Massachusetts legislation forbidding distribution of birth 
control information to all citizens, married and urvnarried, fails to 
recognize that this matter is a de facto reality in 1965. No doctor 
should be forced to administer such medication; neither should he 
be prohibited from doing so. 
Similarly, it should be the function of a college beahh service 
to supply information and clarification and, if need be, counselling 
and to recommend private doctors for further consultation. Welles-
lf'V has already taken steos to provide information about contracep-
tion in the marriage lectures; this should be continued, and students 
shonld also be free to discus<> the subject with doctors at the in-
firmnrv at anv time. We feel that such consultation would promote, 
not oromiscuity, but a better understanding of our own behavior and 
attitudes. 
-~~-·~~~~-~~----~~~-~-
To Use 'Bells' Readers Write 
On Inspection ... In March of 1963 Senate voted that all dormitories would re-main open until 11 p.m. each night. This rule provided that the bell 
desks would be attended until that time but that the bell system it-
self would not be used after 10 p.m., the former closing hour. Be-
fore the start of school this year House Presidents Council discussed 
this regulation and decided that, if it was found that each house had 
the authority, it could vote on whether it would use the bell system 
until 11. Later it was discovered that it was not within the power of 
the individual house so to decide, that it was a regulation passed by 
Senate and could only be ammended by it. 
Tc the Editor: 
This problem, whcih in itself is relatively minor and basically a 
matter of convenience, raises several larger, more important issues. 
The first of these was discovered when the News staff was franticalJy 
searching through the College Government Handbook in search of 
the rule to document this editorial. The rule was simply not to be 
found. If one accepts that the "Grey Book" is to be the last word 
on rules and regulations, one certainly has every right to expect that 
all rules and regulations will be found therein. News wonders how 
Senate expects such rules, which are apparently recorded only in 
antiquated Senate minutes, are to be perpepuated-by oral tradi-
tion? In a school where so much emphasis is placed on order, this 
seems rather unorthodox as well as impractical. 
The second question raised derives from this. If the rule is not 
written in the Senate-published rulebook, why should it have to go 
back through that body? There are several disadvantages of having 
to go through Senate on a matter which is a strictly intra-dormitory 
one and which, as far as News sees, can have no further implications. 
In the first place, it is a slow operation. It consumes Senate time 
which perhaps be more profitably spent on other considerations and 
delays the institution of any change. 
In addition it seems that the members of the dormitories should 
be the ones best qualified to decide what is right for them, within the 
bounds of "Grey Book" regulations. Several dormitories did vote on 
the question of leaving the house open before it was discovered that 
they did not have the authority so to do. In at least two houses, the 
change was approved by a large majority. In a third, it was voted 
down. These votes would seem to show that when given the chance, 
students are not going to push ahead for change just on principle 
but are going to seriously consider the implications. 
Finally, News urges that an effort be made to clarify all rules 
and make them readily available somewhere, if not in the "Grey 
Book." We also urge that Senate vote to allow each dormitory to 
decide whether the bell system can be used after I 0 p.m. We hope 
that this might set a precedent for Senate to relegate some of its 
power, in questions which involve n specific group only, such as a 
dormitory, to that group. 
t.f CT A 
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I found your editorial regarding 
room inspection understandable. Na-
turally some of you find it an invan-
sion of your privacy and your right 
to do as you choose in your own 
rooms. You feel-and with this I can 
sympathize-that you will maintain a 
clean and tidy room, and that you 
c.an bring pressure to bear, under the 
Honor System, upon·messy neighbors. 
In this connection, may I remind you 
U:at one of the hardest things to do is 
to approach a friend and describe her 
sins to her. Furthermore, some room-
mates live together on so tenuous a 
b<1sis of friendliness that I think one 
messy roommate might eventually 
bring about open disagreement. <Isn't 
the tidy one rather grateful for a 
weekly inspection l 
As far as the College is concerned. 
cc.-rtain ccreas of health and safety-
both inside the buildings and on the 
campus in general-do not and can· 
no~ come within the realm of student 
decision. Clean dormitory rooms cer· 
tc.inly are a health consideration, not 
fo• their appearance, but to ensure 
that safety regulations are observed 
and that all areas are free of ants, 
bugs, and worse. These are intinerant 
and can soon invade clean rooms, too. 
Sincerely, 
Mrs. Asa Tenney 
Director of Residence 
... And More 
In an interview, Di Chapman ' 66, 
Chairman of House Presidents' 
Council, said that she had broached 
the subject of abolishing inspection 
to the house presidents, but that most 
of them, "to her surprise," thought 
it was a .. good thing" and "not en-
croaching on their rights or free-
doms" . She feels that inspection does 
come within the jurisdiction of the 
House Presidents' Council, and that 
the queslion of inspection and its re-
lation to the honor system is still 
"wide open." All students with opin-
fons on this subject should speak to 
their House Presidents, and the mat-
ter may be discussed again by the 
Council. 
Editor's Response: News still be· 
li€.ves that inspection does come under 
the. honor system. We wonder how 
various other women's colleges that 
d·> not have inspection cope with 
their problems - if any. Other col-
1£·ges, like Barnard, have inspection 
once a month; this would be a 
possible compromise. We do not, 
hc•wever, approve of Barnard's policy 
of charging $15.00 fines. 
Teaching in China 
Dear Wellesley-Yenching Committee 
and United Board friends, 
Chung Chi at last! After months of 
\\'Ondering, hoping, dreaming and pre-
paring, I am actually here and so glad 
or it. The evening of my arrival Gail 
Schaefer and I walked and talked our 
way about the campus. The moon was 
playing games with the clouds over-
head and the lights and voices of 
Chung Chi were drifting down to Tolo 
Bay. 
I was filled with a sense of belong-
ing to this place and it to me-a real 
and immediate feeling of "rightness" 
that has stayed with me, if not in-
creased, during these first days at 
the College. As a matter of fact, Gail 
and I can never figure out how many 
days it bas been since my arrival be-
cause it feels as if I have been here 
for months! 
The job ahead promises to be a 
great challenge. I am to teach two 
sections of General English and one 
course called Cultural Backgrounds 
to English Literature. The latter is 
required for first year majors in 
order to acquaint them with such 
Western figures as Zeus, Poseidon. 
Odysseus, Aeneas, BeowuH, and 
Dante. 
Second term we will hope to cover 
European art and architecture, fairy 
tales, Aesop's fables and Biblical 
Continued on page five 
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Guest Editor Relates Findings 1 Yugoslav Choir ~Stuns' Audience 
On Career in Communications w· h B v; . t if P 
by Jane McHale '66 manufacturers to design or to buy it eauty' arie y 0 ro gram 
fo~hions, conducted interviews, made 
Editor's Note: Jane McHale spent 
one month this summer as one or the 
l\ !ademoiselle Guest Editors about 
which she writes. After the month 
she stayed on as an editorial assistant. 
If your career goal is advertising, 
communications or publishing, you're 
destined to discover that your "glam-
our" job may only be as glamorous as 
the words Vogue, Random House or 
NBC on your resume. 
The fields of art, writing and broad-
casting in the communications field 
attract scores of college graduates 
every year. Despite the low salary 
and high competition, the vision of 
being published in the New Yorker, 
subbing for Huntley-Brinkley or de-
signing the new Ford ad draws tal-
ented people on. Yet unfortunately, 
u.ese ideal aims often are further 
from reality even after a girl gets 
the coveted job. 
arrangements for promotion projects, 
and were in charge of certain press 
releases and marketing procedures. 
They were free to express opinions 
and ideas to all editors and also had 
the mobility to see all facets of the 
communications and fashion process 
through tours to printers, designers, 
ad agencies and manufacturers. 
The career conferences taught one 
very important thing - you never 
start as a guest editor again. The 
v,omen who conducted these lectures 
had responsible jobs in broadcasting, 
advertising and magazines. Their 
ectreer histories were similar; they 
had started as secretaries with typ-
ing and shorthand, had spent five 
years working overtime and doing ex-
tra duties in various routine jobs and 
by chance had gotten into better jobs. 
Reality Equals Typing 
by Judy Foreman '66 
Under the expert and sensitive 
command of Dragau Suplevski, the 
Academic Chorus "Mirce Acev" from 
llae University of Skopje of Yugosla· 
via stunned the large, enthusiastic 
audience of Wellesley students, facul· 
ty, and friends Monday night in 
Alumnae Hall with the beauty and 
perfection of their performance. 
The selections ranged from six-
let:nth-century religious motets by 
Petelin and Byrd sung in Latin to 
American Negro spirituals to folk 
songs and madrigals from three cen· 
tuies sung in Latin, Serbo-Crotian. 
English, Russian, and Macedoian. 
The choir was brought to Wellesley 
under the auspices or the new Treves 
Fund. 
Common Dilemma They had not started as indispens-
able artistes, they had not planned 
a three-year career of revamping the 
advertising world, they had not moved 
up in the ranks quickly but had 
moved from one magazine to another 
The opening number, a Pelelin 
motet, was lovely, expressive sing-
ing; the balance among the voice 
p&rts was near-perfect and stayed 
this way throughout the concert. 
Dragan Suplevski brought out excit-
ing changes in dynamics; the group 
responded with precision and control. 
The Academic Choir of the University of Skopje, Vugoslavla, perfor.m~ng 
This summer, as part of Mademols· 
eUe Magazine's Guest Editor pro-
gram, career conferences and tours 
were scheduled for the twenty guest 
eciltors who desired careers in some 
facet of communications. The girls 
tht:mselves had already exhibited am-
azing talent; one was having a novel 
pcblished, one had made a few ex-
perimental films, one was having 
her recent fashion collection shown 
on the west coast, one had written 
soundtracks for numerous films, all 
had won numerous literary or art 
prizes. 
This group of girls wanted their 
future first job to resemble the ex-
perience of being a guest editor, a 
responsible creative position similar 
to directing Junior Show or publish-
ing a literary journal. As guest edi-
tors, their work actually appeared in 
the magazine or affected the behind-
the-scenes busines. 
Freedom of Expression 
They did sketches, wrote copy, read 
and bought free-lan<;e fiction, went to 
Continued on page five One could see and hear that these 
Esquire, Mademoiselle Viewpoints Diffe.r 
On Ivy-League Girl's Place in Publishing 
by Terry Pristin '61 
What happens to female graduates 
of prestigious liberal-arts colleges? 
The September issues of Esquire and 
Mademoiselle both contend, from 
very different points of view, that 
often they seek careers in what ap-
pears to them the glamorous world of 
publishing, 
In an overly cynical Esquire article, 
"Ivy-League Girls on the Road," 
Midge Deeter writes that a liberal-
arts background leaves a girl "almost 
totally confined to one field of work." 
The occupation which "promises to 
------- -
capitalize directly on her major as-
set - being cultivated" is communi-
cz.tion or, more specifically, publish-
ing. 
Dilettante's Dilemma 
Miss Deeter relates a "typical" 
history of.a Radcliffe girl's attempts 
to secure a job in a New York pub-
lishing firm. As an honor student in 
medieval history, with a dilettante's 
smattering of language facility and 
other evidences of a cultural back-
ground, she is scorned at her first 
interview because of her Jack of spe-
cific qualifications for a job: 
Ship of Fools Film Succeds 
"Get out of here! he screams at 
her. I never want to see another 
girl from Radcllife, Wellesley, 
Smith, or Bryn Mawr again ac; long 
Despite Clear Lack of Subtlety ;~e1 g::1;; settles for a job as sec-
retary to a publisher, finding the 
at Alumnae Hall. 
young people had not only spent 
many hours rehearsing together, but 
had built up an espirit de corps from 
tueir determination to stay together 
dc>spite the evastating earthquake on 
Skopje several years ago that 
wreaked tragedy on their families 
and friends. 
Sheer Fun 
The gay marigals, Morley's .. It 
Was a Lover and His Lass" and 
Monteverdi's " I Am a Young Girl," 
were sheer fun for audience and 
chorus alike. The chorus mJved 
gracefully up and down running lines 
tapped out their syncopations lustily, 
and ended Monteverdi's "lo mi son 
giovinetta" with the tremenously 
full , rich sound of controlled, yet 
bursting fortissimo. 
Purcell's madrigal "Spring Song," 
sung in Serbo-Croatian, was a de-
ltghtful, laughing song with many 
chortling runs down the scale, tricky 
syncopations and meter changes, and 
precise imitation. 
Versatility and Sensitivity 
The "Mirce Acev" demonstrated its 
amazing versatility as it changed the 
pace from gay to moody with finesse. 
111 a Macedonian folk song which it-
self called for dramatic changes of 
mood from emphasis on slow, bass 
sonority to lovely, more rapid, lyrical 
soprano lines, the chorus responded 
sensitively as a single body to 
Sl1plevski's superb directing. 
Their lightheartedness in singing 
made the hand-clapping, infectious 
rhythms of two American Negro 
spirituals take on a new excitement. 
The whole audience seemed to relax 
as the chorus sang these English 
selections. This same folksy air was 
picked up in some of the Macedonian 
folk songs later in the program, like 
"Rum Dum Dum." 
"A Ca" Is Climax 
After Prokopiev's lively folk song 
"Sto Zaljubiv Edno Mome" <English· 
"V/hy I Fell in Love" > and Skalov-
ski's "Makedonsko Oro" with its 
"rumba-rumfa" bass and syncopated 
melody, the audience enjoyed "A Ca" 
<an arrangement by Borivoje Simicl 
in which the Cull chorus imitated the 
duet. The melody became faster and 
fc.ster, and the song ended in a gay, 
uproarious shout. 
At the close oC the spectacular pro-
gram, the auience gave the chorus 
2nu Director Suplevski an enthusias-
tic standing ovation. As an encore. 
the· group sang the familiar "Gaudea-
mus lgitur" in which the audience 
joined. 
by Margie Fox '68 I coming band, like clowns in a circus I wor~ bo~ing and restricting. L~ter 
Ship of Fools is a no?e-too-subt!e· 1 parade, he asks ''What has all this I ~he is ~witched to a post as an ed1tor-
yet nonetheless effective, moVIe. to do with you?" His only answer is 1al assistant. 
Adapted from Katherine Anne Por- , .. . .. . . No "Literary Reality" 
If Language Fails, Pantomine 
ter's novel of the same name, it is nothing ~d an iromc laugh, Although she is now given. certain by Ann Armstrong '61 (Vice-President of Slavic Society) 
nc.w playing at the Astor Theater, 1 S~h~s m. ~tween are just as responsibilities, "whichever way she Boston. expliCit m pomting the way to the ai;proaches the publishing business, it 
The opening of the picture sets the core of the film; and, lest we miss seems there is nothing but a collec-
audience off on the right line imme- ev~n these clues •. the music j~ps tiuns ~f small tasks to be done-tasks 
diately. Michael Dunn - playing a abruptly . from poignant love strams having little to do with her own sense 
character physically stamped a fool to pounding drums of .doom, or the of literary reality." 
U you don't speak Russian, French, 
German, Italian, or Macedonian, 
hand signals are always effective. U 
you are too reserved to use panto-
mime, a smile will do. On these pre-
mises Wellesley students communi-
cated gaily, ungrammatically, and 
sometimes silently with the members 
of the Academic Chorus of the Uni-
versity of Skopje, Yugoslavia, on 
Monday. 
by being a dwarf, intellectually a camera cuts from a ship-board party Finally, she quits her job, marries. 
fool by his own admission-informs roan overcast sky, and raises a family, discovering ten 
the audience that this is a ship of Characters, too, are obvious, from I years later that she is still looking 
fools and invites them to watch for Jose Ferrer as a paragon of preju- for something to do. 
themselves aboard. At the end, after dice, a rabid Nazi, to Vivien Leigh, "Personal Enhancement" 
the passenger-fools have all disem- "a forty-six year old woman and still Miss Deeter skillfully attempts to At lunch in Beebe and dinner in 
Cazenove, open to the choir, to 
language students, and to the Cos 
Ciub, the Yugoslavian students were 
friendly, entertaining, and full of 
questions about the United States. As 
yet uninhibited by awe of the chorus' 
barked to the blaring tune of a wel- a coquette," or Lee Marvin, the per- analyze the situation. She blames the 
New Team - Simone Signoret and Oskar Werner play In Stanley Kra-
mer'• dramatization of Katherine Anne Porter'• novel, "Ship of Fools," 
now playing at the Astor Theatre. 
girl's failures on the fact that "the 
acquisitions of her education are not 
intended as tools to shape the world 
around her but as the artifacts of 
personal enhancement." 
Her education is not, asserts Miss 
Deeter, "phony or trivial," but it 
exists only to "make her more at-
tractive," not to · "make her useful." 
She has not sought a job for the sake 
of accomplishment or for financial 
reasons. but because "it seems to 
her the most suitable setting for her 
most impressive qualifications." 
Students Will Light 
Traditional Tapers 
Hundreds of tapers will glow once 
a~ain as the traditional Candlelight 
Vespers service is held in the Hough-
ton Memorial Chapel Sunday, Octo-
ber 10 at 7:30 p.m. 
Paradoxically, these women are Miss Theresa Frisch, Dean of Stu-
"society's last gentlemen;" what the dents will speak at the service. The 
Radcliffe prototype wants is "the dedication will be delivered by Jean 
daily assurance that she is an Inter- B<1wers '66, Vice-President of the 
e~Ung girl and above all, that she is Chapel Organization. Her subject 
leading an Interesting life." m:.tter will be the use of our lives 
The article is most persuasive, al- for the passing of light. 
though it is exaggerated to the point Lucky Candle 
oi melodrama an(! Miss Deeter un- Among the traditions included in 
fairly omits mention of the many the service are the scripture reading 
"Ivy-League girls" who do succeed in from the writings of John, the closing 
publishing and other careers. Whether hymn, "Father of Lights," and the 
or not one agrees with her full:v, her procession behind the choir, with 
thesis becomes more credible in the everyone still holding a candle. 
light of Gertrude Buckman's article It is believed that if a girl's candle 
in Mademoi~elle, "A P,.'luse Can be a 
1 
is sti11 glowing when she arrives at 
Home." her dorm, any wish she makes will 
Continued on page four come true. 
g1eat talents, Wellesleyites accepted 
the members of the chorus as fellow 
students - joking, laughing, talking, 
and singing with them. 
Informal and Relaxed Concert 
That evening the relaxed and 
friendly attitude of the chorus put the 
auience at once at ease. There was 
no shuffling and giggling when the 
conductor went backstage, leaving 
the auditorium in silence for a few 
moments. At one point, some mem-
bers of the chorus began to laugh. 
and the laughter quickly spread to 
the people in the first rows; with a 
whenever-you're-ready smile to both 
chorus and audience, the conductor 
paused before continuing the program. 
At the reception in the Recreation 
Bulling after the concert, Wellesley 
students seemed reserved at first; 
they complimented the members of 
the chorus for a wonerful perform· 
ance, but were hesitant to resume the 
informal relationship which they had 
established earlier. After all, they 
were now celebrities, not pals. 
Soon the warmth and friendliness 
of the Yugoslavian students infected 
the American hostesses. When the 
rugs were rolled back, couples began 
dancing everything from the Charles-
ton to the Jerk. At one Point, almost 
e\ eryone joined hands and danced 
the "Hora," accompanied by the 
music of the Beachboys. 
The Skopje chorus is a group of 
very talented students and teachers. 
but the admiration which Wellesley 
students felt for them did not de-
pend si>lely on their musical talent. 
The friendships which developed 
Monday were not based on a rela-
tionship between audience and per-
Continued on page six 
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Princeton Study-Jinks, Jinxes 
By Merry Levering '66 
<Editor's Note: Merry Levering '66 
Sf)t'nt last year at Princeton studying 
Chinese. Here she recounts for News 
some of her views and experiences.) 
Warning: if you should happen to 
meet Jane Maslow or Ann Bennett 
Cboth '67> on a deserted street some 
night this year, don't open with "How 
simply wonderful it must be to study 
at Princeton with all those boys." 
You might find yourself being bludg-
eoned with a Chine~e-English diction-
ary, Yet when they return to Welles-
ley as seniors next year, they will 
n11 doubt tell you "It was wonderful." 
Paradox? Not entirely. 
Jane and Ann arc spending this 
year at Princeton University under 
the Cooperative Program for Criticcil 
Languages, which enables students 
from colleges which do not offer cer-
tain non-European languages to study 
one such language for a year and lwo 
summers as part of their undergrad-
uate preparallon. 
Full Credit 
I had the gQ<¥1 fortune to study 
Chinese under this program last yew·, 
with nine girls and fifteen boys from 
other colleges studying Persian, Chi-
nese, Russian, Arabic, Turkish and 
Japanese. Wellesley gives full credit 
for the year, providing students ar-
range to take courses at Princeton 
which meet Wellesley's own major 
and distribution requirements. 
Critical Language students are re-
quired by Princeton to take 6 hours 
of the language, plus 6 hours of work 
related to the culture or history of 
thE- area in which the language is 
spoken. I took, for example, courses I 
ir. Chinese literature and philosophy. I t\i 
1:he res_t of on~·s schedule may he i 
filled with electives ~n other depart- I Mary LC'Vering '66, back from a 
~<'nts, such as English or European I year at Prir.ceton, and already hard 
history. at work. 
Princeton Students :---------------
Thus we who were on this program wt so frequently eneounlt•rccl · .. ll 
were Princeton sluclenls for u year. must he wonderful. . :· At the he-
t;1king Princeton courses, and trying ginning it clicln't seem to promis<· to 
to find our friends and our place in I ht· wonderful :.it :.ill - on the contrury. 
thL Princeton community it seemed frightening. We h:.icl lo learn 
It w:.is the complexity of :.icljusling how lo he n:.ilural while feeling eon-
tu the Princeton <·ommunity whkh I spicuous day after duy. Walking into 
e;1used lhc girls 011 this 1wogr:.im to lhc reserve room or <1 big lecture hall, 
riclkuk :incl resent lhe formula whieh Cm1ri1111C'tl 1111 1111.c1· ''·' 
Kick the 
dull driving habit. 
Step out in a lively 
Dodge Coronet. 
Bare Ruined Choirs Treats 
Euglish, Welsh Monasteries 
by Lisa Reed '66 \'.ith shots of monastic ruins accom-
Plagued hy cloudy skies and har- pa~ied by. a verbal. reco.nstruction or 
ried hy inquisitive tourists, Miss Na· thc1.r glories at their height. A com-
omi Diamond, Assistant Professor or pos1te .or th~ ~ost well-preserved 
Eni;iish. nevertheless managed to mc:nast1c buildings recreates the 
progress a quarter of the way through I daily hfe or monks. 
her new film Bare Ruined Choirs l Untapped Resource 
this summer. ' ' Sources for this undertaking in-
M'. ff d d h . I elude the records and catalogues of 
iss iam~n ~n er co-woi ~er contemporaries. A potential source. 
!\Ir~. Mary Kirby 49, a notable film some Welsh poetry hv Daffvd ap 
artist, ~overed E_ngland ~nd Wales Cwyllin, remains untapped Co~ lack 
a:-.se~bhng mater_ial for this study of or a translator. Miss Diamond men-
En~hsh _ mona~tenes before and aft~r lioncd that the services of anvone on 
their dissolullon by Henry VIII m cumpus able lo read Welsh \\:ould be 
15.19. gratefully received. 
Exciting 'Junk' Miss Diamond commented upon 
The introductory portion of the 30- the warm cooperation lent by the 
minute film centers around great iron English people to their venture She 
1-eys to various of the monasteries, sensed the tremendous pride they 
whiC'h l\liss Diamond and Mrs. Kirby have in their heritage and found it 
c .... me upon among random .. junk" in a painful experience to discover how 
tht local museum of an obscure vii- much or this valuable heritage was 
lug<'. Another of their particularly dC'stroyed in the dissolution. 
c~ciling discoveries was of a beauli- The film is being made under the 
ful organ, possibly taken from a mon- auspices of Columbia University. 
aslery, in a tiny chapel. Upon its completion. it will serve an 
The major part or the film opens educational function. perhaps on tele-
vision and in various museums and 
universities. 
Differing Views .. . 
C1111ti11111·cl /r11111 flllt/t' rltr1•,. 
Miss Buckman stresses the excite-
ment and satisfaction of a career jn 
publishing, although she warns 
against "romanticizing" the role. Bui 
she says that "the lihcral arts grad-
uate who 'loves to read' or who 
'\',ants to be a writer' may very well 
find a place, and a good one, in the 
bookish world." 
A fladdiffe history ancl literat11r1> 
major is quoted as saying. "I found 
that my education had, after all. 
b1;:en vocational training." A pub-
lisher attests that these girls "come 
out beautifully prepared to enter any 
area." 
Cheerful Optimism 
On this note, Miss Buckman pro-
ceeds to give useful advice on entry 
into the publishing field, the need for 
SE;cretarial training, and the proper 
1 preparation for the interview. She 
discusses the distinctions between 
various positions in publishing, such 
a:-. those of the literary agent, the 
researcher 1 for the girl who "loved 
studying" 1, and the editorial assis-
tant. 
Capsulizing biographies of women 
I who have been successful in publish· ing, she emphasizes opportunities for creativity and for meeting interesting 
people. Her cheerful optimism is ex-
emplified by one girl's remark that. 
"the broader one's academic think-
ing. the better for book publishing; 
this truism should cheer liberal-arts 
majors no end." 
Further Probing Needed 
Isn 't it tirne . 
You Joined th 
e Dodge Rebe/lion? 
Thus. it is not salary 1 for she ad-
mits that wages are low> or dedica-
tion that Miss Buckman stresses. but 
rather, the chance to become an in-
t<'resting and attractive person in the 
literary world. Nevertheless. a sense 
of humility is required; the "prima 
donna·• is sure to suffer dire conse-
quences. Forget all you've seen and heard about '66 cars. 
Because Coronet 1s here ... sharp, smart and 
sassy, the greatest thing from Dodge s111ce Year 
One. Loaded with luxury the h1gher·priced cars 
haven't caught onto yet. With a choice of five 
engines, each one designed to make the walls of 
Oullsv1lle come tumbling down. And with a whole 
slew of standard equipment that used to cost 
extra. Like an outside rear view mirror. A padded 
dash for exlra safety. Variable-speed eleclric 
w1ndsh1eld wipers and washers. Backup lights. 
Turn signals. Seat belts. two fronl and two rear 
And. as some exlra frosl1ng on the Coronet cake 
a 5 year or 50.000 mile warranty.~ 
Enough said to get you really tempted7 Now 
let's get away from the look-alike. drive alike. 
flrst-cousm cars with Coronet. a car with a lively 
personality all its own. 
DODGe DIVISION ~~ CHRYSLER "SS Dadf"le Cara net f'M MOTORS CORPORATION :#' 
•HERE'S HOW DODGE'S 5-YEAR, 50,000·MILE ENGINE AND DRIVE TRAIN WARRANTY PROTECTS YOU Chrysler Corparaloon 
conhdently warrants all ol lhe followin& v1lal parts of its 1966 cars for 5 years or 50 000 n11les whochevtr comes l11s1 duune which Jome 
any such parts thal prove delecltve on maleHal and workmanship will be 1tplaced or ropa11e1t at J Chrvsler Moro rs Co•l'<'•Jhon AulholOZtd 
Dealor's place of busrntss wrthoul charge for such parts or labor. en11ne bloc~ head and rnttonal parls rnia~e mamlold watt1 pump 
1ransm1ss1on case and internal parts (e1cepl1n& manual elute~' lorqu• convellt1 duve shaft unoversal 1omls ""' a'le and d1tfe1tn1oal 
and rear wheel hearones 
REQUIRED MAINTENANCE: The followrne maintenance semces are requ11ed undt1 lh• wa11anty-chang• eng1n• 011 every 3 months 
or 4,000 moles. whichever comes hrst; replace 011 loller every second 011 chanee : clean carburelor a11 loller every 6 months and replace ot 
every 2 years; and every 6 months lurnrsh evidence of this requ11ed service lo a Chrysler Molors Corparaloon Authorized Dealer an~ request 
hom to certify rece1pl of such evidence and your car's m1lu1e. Simple enoueh for such 1mparlanl proleclton. 
Join the Dodge Rebell ion at your Dodge Dealer's. 
She concludes in the same reassur-
inf! tones that "Whatever one's needs, 
interests. and abilities, there seems 
to be a place in publishing for them 
- if one looks cleverly and is real-
istic." 
It is just this attitude which the 
Esquire article inveighs against: 
!\1iss Decter·s essay clearly faces the 
problems more realistically. But both 
tlte~e articles lead the way to further 
probing into the all-important ques-
tion of what exactly are the aims. 
uses. and benefits of a liberal-arts 
education. 
SKI INSTRUCTORS 
Weekend positions available for 
skiers to instruct high school boys 
and girls. Prior instruction exper· 
ience not req uired. Good compen· 
sation. Excellent ski facilities. 
Write or Call: 
SHAKER VILLAGE SKI GROUP 
P.O. Box 1149, Pittsfield, Mass. 
Lebanon Springs ( N.Y.) 7-1255 I 
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College Offers Scl1olarsl1ips 
For Graduate Scl1ool Study 
Actors Switch Set, J(eep Style 
Two unique films of music and bat- Presented on the following week, 
kt are appearing at the Cinema. Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 20-21 
Shoppers' World. will be Giacomo Puccini's "La Bo-
Four scholarships. established b\· 
\;ellesle~ ·s trustees and called th~ 
Trustee Scholarships. are aYailable 
In distinguished members of the sen-
ior class for stud~ in the graduate 
st·hool of th<>ir choice 
\•.ho will ad\·isc tlwm :1s to their eli- On Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. heme" sung by the artists of the La 
gibility to aply for 01w ot the Truske 1:.-H the Cinema will present "An Scala Opera Company. 
Awards. All appht·ations must bt• En>nini? With The Royal Ballet" star- Enthusiastic response to the an-
ltled on or before Januar.\ 15. Appli- rinl! l\largot Fonteyn and Rudolph nouncemenl of these attractions has 
c:ition blanks art• m·a1lablc in tht• l\tm•yev and the artists of lhe Royal prompted the management to sched-
Presidcnt"s Office. !3:.llet. Photographed in technicolor ulc three performances on each day. 
Several other grants in tlw gift or the film features four ballet sequcn- '"An Evening With The Royal Ballet" 
the College arc a lso opt•n tu st•nior Ct's. tht• class~c ··Les Sylphides ... the will be shown matinees at 2:00 p.m .. 
t1pplkants. pas de dt•ux and solos from '"Le Cor- \1 ith a s1ictial student matinee at 
The Anne Louise Barrt•l Ft•llcm- :,;airt•."" tlw spectacle ··Aurora·s Wed- 4 00 p.m and the evening perform-
~ hip. of $2.500 will bt' a\iarclt•d for cling:· .. ancl the ensemble ballet. '"La / a11ce will be at 8:00 p.m. "La I 
study or research in musit· \'al~e. Boheme'" wil be shown matinees at 
The Alic<.> Freeman Palmer Ft'llcm - I 30 p.m. with a special student mat-
Page Five 
Madame Chiang Kai-shek aa ahe ar-
irved in California. 
Because of the critirnl national 
shortage of wcll-trainccl teachers on 
the college level. two of these schol-
a··ships arc reserved for seniors who~e 
present intention is to pn.'parc them-
selves for college teaching. The oth<.>r 
t\10 are offered \11thout r<.>stnction as 
lo th<.> objective. Applications mm· be 
submitted in either or both cat~gor­
ies. The acceptance of one of the 
awards re!'erved for pot<.>ntial college 
tcaehcrs do<.•s not eonstitutc an ir-
r<.>\'CJeahle commitment to eompl<.>t<.> 
gradual<' training or to enter the 
teaching profession. 
ship. of S2.500 is a\\arcled for study (:onnnitft>t' I-leads I ir.cc at 4:00 p.m. Evening perform-
01 research in an:.- ne1d. anccs will be at s: 15 p.m. Illustrious 'Alum' 
Horton - Hallowell Fellowship. of l T f'tl"(' 1> a rt i(• i 1>a t ion Tickets a~·e sold in .advance for ~·~.ooo. For i;!racluate study in any ~ both :ittracllons and mail orders are T 0 Visit Campus 
lrcld. preferably in the last two yc:irs The followini:? is a list of some of accepted. 
of c:indidacy for the PhD or other lhc orf.!anizations under College Gov- 1~~~~~~~~~~~~;;~;;._ Madame Chiang Kai-shek, '17, will I ;·ofessional degree. or for privatt• rt'- t•1"111nent. along with the head of c:ith. ~.-.+ •••• • • • • ••••• •••••.. aridress the college December 7, in 
I f · I t f be ct POI ITI"'AL S"'IF. "F. J> PT response to an invitation from Miss £care 1 o cqmva ent st:inc arc. lit•r dorm and phone nu1~1 ' I. an a I ' ' ' ,N, , F. . 
Vida Dutton Scudder Fellowship. of short statemcr.t telling how you can ~ OFFF.RS F.SSAY AWARJ> ~ Clapp. Honor. Nol Need 
The President's office states that 
appointment as a Trustee Scholar is 
a way of rccogmzmi.: academic 
c.chievemcnt and capacity for ad-
\ meed training. It is a mailer. thcre-
fcre. of honor. not necessarily of need. 
Applicants arc. however, asked to 
state the amount of financial assist-
ance, if any, they will require to carry 
out their program. If the first Trus-
tee Scholar in each category needs 
maximum aid, the money available 
v:ill he awarded to them in equal 
shares. If stipends are declined by 
either or both of these recipients ,the 
funds will be made available to the 
second Trustee Scholar in each cate-
tory. ancl thereafter to the a lter-
n<•tcs. 
~:.!.500. For study in the fie ld of so- :;1ke part in each organization. Any- ~ The Polilil'al Sdenc·c Depai!- Madame Chiang is making an ex-
cial or political science. or in tlw one interested should call up the head I nwnl announc<'s again this year tt•nclcd visit to the United States. Her 
field of literature. !<• find out more about a particular •the Woodrow Wilscm Prize Essay~ 1•1sl visit to Wellesley was in 1953. 
H · t A SI s h I h. f • . She is the former Mayling Soong. arne . 1aw c oars 1p. o activity. • <•omoetilion. Any student essay in 
<:• -oo F t d h b cl • 1•1 l!l42 the Alumnae established the 
,i',a . ors u y or rescarc . a roa Aiquaintam·c Comimttee. s,san Lev- .. the gent'ral ;wea of modem poli-~ 
· A · p f · · r , M:1yling Soong Foundation in her 
or m menca. re crcncc 1s given in •67. Severan<'e _ 235_0294 _ An • li<'s is eligihlt• for this award. 
t d.d t · · V" k · • honor to foster college interest in the o can 1 a es m mus ic. ,.or m mu- offshoot of C:impus Guides: he lps to • whi<-h will bt' annoum·ed tall' in 1''ar East. 
sic must be primarily in musical fi· 110 beds fcir vi·si·ti·n" sub-freshmen. ~ the spring. The <"ompetilion io; 
th ·1· I h" " r Laurie Follansbee '66, President of eory, compost ion. or t 1e 1story of y h 1 b t tr ~open lo sludl'nts in any depart-mt:sic. Work in art mav be in the ou can c p Y e mg your young- ' • Tl'.E. has invited Mahame Chiang to 
history of art or in the c1:cativc field er friends about Wellesley! • m<"nt in the <·olleA'c. ~ visit the society house. of which she 
provided the applicant has had un- Jo.duC'ation Committee, Barbara Mun- · I '.;~~· ~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~-··~·~·~·~·;:·~·~·~·~·~·-::·~·~~i~s _:•~1 ~lo~.v~;~1l_:a~l~u~mn~a:· ______ _ 
son '66, Pomeroy - 235-1079 - Con-
dugraduate work in the history of siders formal policy changes in the ar~anny Bullock Workman Scholar- curriculum: in charge of fresh- 1 
::.hip, of $2.00. Unrestricted. man reading program and faculty 
M. A. Cartland Shackford Medical lectures. You can go to mectini?s 
Sc.holarship, of $2,500. For the study in the spring and state yo•tr ideas. 
of medicine with a view to general F.lections Committee, Joan r>ac('.V '6ti. 
Jn tonsiclering the merits of appli-
Ci.lnts, the Committee on Graduate 
!-> c h o I a r s h i p examines grades. 
a<:hicvcmcnts in the major subject, 
<1Ct1dcmic honors, and evaluations 
made by faculty members. The Com-
mittee lakes careful note also of the 
11ature and certainty of each appli-
ean's plans for graduate study. 
practice, not psychiatry. l\kAfee - 235-7054 - Runs nll-col-
Jnslruetions For Applying lcge e lcc1 ions in the spnng. .v.ou 
Candidates completing one applica- l can be ~ dorm rep ancl puhhc1ze 
lion form and submitling il with one the cand1dates and collect hallols. 
set of credentials will be considered I Marriage Lecture Committee, Katie 
for any of the above fe llowships for Kittleman '66, Cazenov~ - 2.'15-!1136 -
which they arc e ligible. All forms Arranges three marna~e lectures 
may be obtained in the President"s and a panel to be held 111 .January 
Office and must be filed before Feb- and February. The commit tee con-
ruary 20, 1966. Jn general , awards sisls of s ix seniors. but you can at-Seniors intt?nding to enter graduate 
Sthool next year should consult the 
chairman of their major department 
are made only to applicants who plan tend. 
full-time graduate study. Publicity Committee, Sue nartlett '66. 
Teaching in China Guest Editor... I 
Co111i11111'<( from f1il.t:1• /l\'11 C11111i11111'CI from p11i:1· 1'1r1·1• I 
stories. The course may well be as j 
g!"eat an educationa l experience for o .. from newspapers to trade journals 
the instructor as for the students, bu! to ad agencies whenever an optimistic 
pc;rhaps all teaching is or shoulcl be opening seemed to appear. In essence. 
that anyhow. tl•eir message was that success in this 
The. General English will be de- field means many boring jobs plus 
t
rrh,andmgt ~ltlholugh I amd hopi.ng that hard work plus a will to continue and 
e ma e r1a covere dunng the 
summer can be brought into service. to be open lo chance. 
nather than studying Chinese as other 
1 
The flexibility to switch jobs. the 
~ell~sl~y reps have done, .1 took a drive to make the most out of rctyp-
hngmshcs course al UCLA m an at- ing lists. the ingenuit t k , 
tempt to learn as much as I could . . . Y 0 ma e " 
about the teaching of English as a he.ck JOb mchs~ensablc are hurdles i 
S<'cond language, ~I.at many creative people do not rd-
Luckily, I founcl the subjeet matter 1sh surmounting. The career women 1 
extremely interesting an<I am cager to at the conferences ind1eatcd, however. I 
see how applicable the theories I read that without these qualities the cch- j 
abou.t really are. I w~s also lucky to torial and art assistants who start 
be given the opportunity to teach my . 
first hour of class while of t:CLA. So 1' 1th great dreams never get where i 
Caz.enove - 235-6373 - Puhlicizes all 
CG activities: decorates the CG 
bulletin boards in Founders' base-
ment and in the Reserve Hoom in 
the library. Th°'e are many ways 
you can help. and you don't have to 
be artistic. 
Studl'nt Entertainment Committc(', 
Agnes Pearson '66, Severanc·c - 2.17-
9207 - Schedules col~-.ge danc<•s: 
helps house social chairmen. Com-
mittee consists of dorm vice-presi -
dents. You can participate hy ;it-
tcnding the dances. 
ATTENTION JUNIORS 
There will he a meeting for <ill 
those interested in the Wellesley 
V<issar Summer Internship i~ 
Was hington Wednesday, Oclohcr 
13 at 4: 15 p.m. in Hoom 300 niJI. 
ings. 
The discussion will include in-
formation ahout applications and 
rcminiseenccs of returned intcr.ns. perhaps n.ex~ Mon~ay !11orning won't j lhcy want to go. ! 
be as t~rnfymg as 1t might have been The prospective careerist in this . :==========;::;:=:=~ 
otherwise. f Id h · 1c as to answer a few questions 
. In and through ?II th?sc new duties. before she starts _ arc her goal~ 
hfe al Chung Chi begms. There are I realistic is she willing lo d th 
s 1 many good, strong faces on this 1 time ' . spen c I 
cc.mpuS-1 look forward to the lime I wants a;odg~n=r~y gell.~g wthcre ~.heh 
when the faces become names and . n can s. e pu up \1 it 
pecplc and th I be he1 first unglamorous Joh so that she 
. c peop e come can mak ·1 . t th· b . 
friends. Gail has been wonderful at r . e 1 111 0 .so~e mg ut still 
ii1lroducing me to the mores and inner t member that it is on ly a step 
\\·orkings of the College and yesterday tnward another pos ition? 
g;:ve me a first-class walking tour I 
of Kowloon. l 
IDI~NTIFICATION CARD PIC-
TURF.S will he taken in the Senate 
!loom, Billings Hall , Thursday, 
October 7, 7: 15 p.m. $1.00 fee. 
ONLY OPPORTUNITY TO HAVF. 
THIS PICTUHE TAKEN. 
This morning we woke to the sound 
of rain so it has been a good day for 
organizing onc·s desk. !!Joking over 
1 
the book situation and letting you 
know by Airletler how very thrilled 
l am with my llC\\' home. 
r--·~··::z:::;;:i "rl "'-A. Gt-11-~t&S.'<' . ~"";~:.Wl*iP" 
• '911try -.itic . .,,_ • it• 
\\'hen I next write I shall be "Miss 
Dana." struggling young teacher. so I 
b.• prepared for a possible change of 
\'i<'w '. Although. I will keep in mind 
one of the many attitudes Gail and I 
seem to shar~ . one which may be-
cc•me our motto, "Optimism. above I 
all." 
Sincerely, 
Nancy Dana, '65 
Editor's ~ote: One student is 
chosen eat:h year for this program. I 
Those interested should contact '.\Ir. , 






and the Foggy Mountain Boys 
and the Inimitable 
CHARLES RIVER VALLEY BOYS 
-( Sat.; Oct., 16, 8:30 pm } JORDAN HALL • $3.75, 3.25, 2.75, 2.25 
n All l.OMES ou.x Of' NOT """'"'~ r~cnf DaOQl QIC:S E\10\Uat\ 
O'-
"TH(' OA-. Poo~ Ol~Vf:~O LE"EN t)A 
' 
fight it. 
Get Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper. 
Mistakes don't show. A mis-key completely disappears 
from the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets 
you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper? 
Eaton's Corrasable is available in light, medium, heavy 
weights and Onion Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500-
sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments. 
. ·, 
···- ·· ·· -........ .. ... :;x::: .. · .. >•~r~:;:;::: .. ~- ® 
Only Eaton makes Corrasable. 
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King Criticizes Boston Schools !Crime Commission's Findings 
Cause Councilors' Convictions by JYendy JYyse '68 
Declaring that "the present Boston 
School Committee is not interested in 
educating youngsters," candidate 
Melvin King, in his lecture to the civil 
rights group Wednesday, Sept. 29, 
cited a long list of grievances against 
the committee. 
Although the Boston School System 
was once the best in the country. it 
ha£ dropped below national standards 
in many respects, according to King. 
Chief among his complaints are fiscal 
irresponsibility, lack of good teachers 
and racial imbalance. 
No New Schools 
by Gail Mi1:dal '61 lions to eliminate existing crimes and 
Headlines proclaiming "4 Council- prohibit their future occurrence. 
on Guilty of Bribe" last week pro- Corruption Widespread 
vided new proof of lhe far-reaching The Crime Commission, composed 
effects of the Massachusetts Crime o~ seven men appointed by the gov-
Co:nmission 's investigations. ernor and not holding public office. 
The Boston School Committee has 
to request all increases in funds from 
the mayor instead of being fiscaJly 
autonomous, King explained, adding 
that even this difficult situation failed 
to account for the fact that no new 
schools have been built during the 
last term. This is despite a survey 
which indicates that 66 new ones will 
be necessary by 1975. Also the Com-
mittee is failing lo cope realistically 
with a $300,000 deficit. 
Mel King chats with Pam Leach '66 at the Civil Rights Group Meeting. 
A Suffolk County jury September 28 discovered corruption in Massachu-
c1•nvicled Joseph Ray Crimmins and setts to be even more widespread 
Raymond F . Sullivan, current mem- than had been anticipated. Illegal 
bers of the Governor's Executive practices occur in the Civil Service. 
C(luncil, and Michael J . Favulli and the Legislative branch; the Executive 
Ernest C. Stasiun, ex-members of the ln anch, including the Department of 
Council, of soliciting a bribe, demand- Public Works, Public Safety, Motor 
ing campaign funds in return for ap- Vehicles, Banking and Insurance. 
proving the reappointment of Anthony Commerce; in the State Housing 
Di Natali as Commissioer of Public Board, the Trade Associations, and 
Works. Ex-Governor Foster Furcolo, the Authorities. according to the com-
charged with conspiring to arrange a mission. 
A survey taken one year ago re-
vealed that the -median age of teach-
ers in Boston is between 57 and 58, 
the pay scale for teachers was not 
realistic utltil two years ago and an 
"archaic method of Recruiting" has 
produced an inbreeding of teachers 
which King feels is detrimental. 
Although King considers racial im-
balance and the accompanying harm-
ful effects on education a very impor-
lc::nt issue, the present School Com-
mittee refuses to admit the existence 
of the problem. Pandering lo the fears 
and prejudices of mcmhcrs of the 
majority population, King claims 
they arc avoirling their responsibility. 
Tw<>nly-fivc per cent of Boston slu-
d<>nls fail to get their diplomas and, 
except for the five best schools, only 
twenty per cent of the gradulaes 
finish a four year college. Boston 
1 Niding scores ·arc he low the national 
m•cragc, with a direct correlation 





Each Keepsake selling- is 
a masterpiece of design, re-
flecting the full brilliance 
and beauty of the center dia-
mond . . . a perfect gem of 
flawless clarity, fine color anrl 
meticulous modern cut. The 
name, Keepsake, in the ring 
and on the tag is your as-
surance of fine quality. 
Your very personal Keepsake 
is now at your Keepsake 
Jeweler's store. Find him in 
the yellow pages under 
"Jewelers." 
_.,.\ 
-· ! ,,, ... ~· 
jHQw TO PLAN,.YOUR k!Gf:MENT AND WEDOING 
I Please send new 20- poge booklet, " How To Pion Your Engagement 
I and Wedding" and new 12- poge full color folder, both for only 25('. 




1 City_ tot 1p I 
~ KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13202 I L---------------------------_J 
income. One of the largest drains on 
the. school system, King stated , is that 
ahout one-third of the Boston students 
attend private and parochial schools. 
thus drawing away from the Boston 
system both interested pupils and 
pwents. 
bribe, was acquitted. The commission has proposed de-
Although it transferred information tailed new legislation in each of these 
of illegal activities to the Attorney areas, often nearly completely re-
General's Office, the now defunct writing the existing laws and char-
Crime Commission reports that "ex- tcrs, but the success of their efforts 
posure and punishment of individual is still questionable. 
wrongdoing" was not its primary ob- The 1962 commission's efforts may 
King, campaigning with the sup-
port of the Citizens School Commit-
tee, needs workers to register voters 
hctwccn Oct. 5 and 13 any day for 
any amount of time and can also use 
girls lo canvas, to get out the vote 
o • election day. lo hand out leaflets 
;.md to do secretarial work. King's 
heaclquarlcrs arc 48 Tremont St.. the 
tdcphonc number is KE 6-2840. 
jective. meet the same fate as those of its 
Established by Chapter 146 of the predecessor. A similar commission 
Resolves of 1962, the commission's! \1as established by the legislature in 
purpose was to investigate corruption l!J53, but most of its recommenda-
i!I Massachusetts at the state level til'ns were ignored and in 1957 it 
and make legislative recommenda- I expired. 
Princeton Study-Jinks, Jinxes 
White Sails Spot 
Wahan's Waters 
C1111ti1111cd /mm pa.~e four 
\\e felt ourselves objects of curiosity 
and judgment. We were suddenly 
public figures, living our previously 
"private" lives in a glaringly public 
context. 
Sailing crews will represent Welles- Friendships Challenging 
Icy in three New England Women's The real challenge was finding 
Intercollegiate Sailing A~socialion re- ways of forming solid. stable friend-
gattns thi~ fall. ships which could be more than pleas-
Thc first regatta will take place antly superficial. More boys than we 
on S::iturday, October 9. at Radcliffe could possibly include in our lives 
<...ollel-(e. Tufts University hosts the wanted to get to know us, if only to 
S<'cond regatta on October 24. The add a little feminine interest to thdr 
championship regatta is at M.I.T. on daily routine. Even our more stable 
l';ovcmh"r 6-7 friendships seemed precarious: they 
I Sailing Added Last Year might be threatened at any moment by other attachments. Also. we had to L.1st year was the first year Ath- ll•arn what we could and couldn't 
lt'lic Association offered sailing as a cl1·mancl from a friendship with a boy. 
rccreationa~ sport. Wellesley crews l\fnnv of the year's real jo\·s came 
\ion th? 1 ufts regatta and pl~ccd from 'success in this enter.prise of 
st•tond in lhe ~1 . 1.T. thampronshtf_J· building friends. In the midst of tht• 
N.E.W.1.S._A ts .c.omposccl cxclusi\·c- .1ucli:nwnl there were people rcaclv to 
ly of w?mcn s sarlmg dubs There arc a<'tept us on our own terms. ~rith 
'.1ppro~1matcly 20, member collcgc.s I \\hom we could find a certain pri-
111th~clmg: Boslo~1 College. BostoMn UI Tm- vncy and stability. One did. after 
vus1ly. Conncctr~ut . J?ckson, · · ·. ·· some initial trial and error. learn lo 
Pt•mbroke. Hadchffc. Sunmons, Smrlh handle oneself in a tangled and shifl -
and Wellesley. 15 to 20 schools reg- rng framework of relationships 
ularly allcncl the regattas. · 
In preparation for the coming com- Load Demanding 
pctiti(ln. Margie Myers '67, head of The academic load at Princeton 
Jntert·olle!(iatc Sailing, conducted a d. ·mandcd considerable commitment 
review of tactics and racing rules for lo our purposes in learnipg the lang-
l'l"l'W members this Tuesday. October u;iges we had chosen. I would not 
5. at the boathouse. Miss Sarah Eeles. recommend the year to anyone un-
f:wult:v advisor. assisted her. certain how long she can sustain her 
enthusiasm for Chinese or Arabic: 
llussian Students 
II ear Folk So11 l{S 
The opening meeting of the Slavic 
Soci<>IY will be held on Wednesday, 
October 13. at 4 : 15 p.m. in the Recre-
:.tion Building. 
The meeting will include a pro-
g1 am of traditional and contempor-
ary Russian folk songs by Steven 
&>rmJn of Harvard and a discussion 
of plans and future programs for the 
yEoar. 
Banned Songs 
l\lr. Berman will sing and explain 
wngs which he collected during the 
years he was living in the Soviet 
union. l\1ost of these songs were not 
alk,wcd to be published because of 
tJieir controversial nature. These 
songs. like the poems of contemporary 
poets such as Yevtushenko. show a 
facet of Soviet life that protests vig-
orous and totalitarian Sialinist dicta-
torship. 
Russian students and all others 
interested are cordially invited to at-
tend this opening meeting. 
CHRISTMAS IN CALIFORNIA 
Round trio to LA and San Francis-
co. $265 via regularly scheduled 
jet. Lv. Boston Dec. 17 or 18 return 
Jan. 2 or at your leisure. For re-
servations and info. call Collegiate 
Enterprises 7~. 
Princeton courses in these languages 
dt mand around 30 hours a week of 
memorization and translating. In the 
light of the pressures and attractions 
of fascin:iting people and fascinating 
courses. it is not hard to begin to see 
thP language work as required drudg-
ery: we began to hate the dictionary 
and the language lab. But if one 
ct•mes to Princeton with a firm com-
mitment and a clear, purposeful 
h·vc of one's language or area or 
study. one stands a good chance of 
finishing the year with commitment 
:md purpose confirmed. 
After all. there are advantages to 
th<' special position of a girl al 
Princeton. We all became well ac-
quainted with a number or boys who 
were exciting. mature persons. with 
cldinite and varied interests and 
l!oals. Because Princeton had no es-
tablished machinery for handling 
girls. we had unusual freedom in 
forming our own pattern of living. 
And although there is considerable 
st rain in having to form new social 
p;::tterns while one's energies are sup-
JXl!'ed to be devoted to studies. the 
n<>11 habits we actually formed al-
lowed us a greater freedom for cre-
ative relationships. 
In short. the year thus does turn 
out to be wonderful. not so much for 
oL vious and seemingly most exciting 
r(:asons, but for the real personal and 
iutellectual gro\\ th which one can and 
does attain in ways one never could 
I have expected. I would highly recom-
mend the whole experience and the 
Critical Languages Program for any-
one with a serious interest in one of 
the languages offered and a willing-
ness to take on an adventure with 
some risks and great rewards. 
1 Freshmen and sophomores inter-
ested in this program arc urged to 
see their class deans as early as their 
interest becomes clear. l 
Ship of Foo1s ... 
Co111i1111ed from page three 
scinification of brute masculinity. 
Production Compelling 
Yet the ultimate achievement of 
the movie is that, in spite of its obvi-
ous elements. it does not alienate the 
vi(·11·er's interest, but rather compels 
hi~ attention and compassion. The 
story darts back and forth among sev-
eral personal stories so skillfully that 
tl'cy lose none of their impact 
through the discontinuity, while Abby 
M<inn's screenplay succeeds in mak-
ing even the clearly moralizing 
speeches worth hearing. 
All but a very few of the actors 
portray their parts with such under-
standing that, even if one recognizes 
the characters as stereotypes, he 
must nevertht-less respond to them as 
human beings. Thus one recognizes 
Oskar Werner, the ship's doctor as 
an image of disillusionment, but one 
also feels the disappointments that 
created the disillusionment. 
Fools or Humanity 
Or one may see Simone Signor0 t 
as an image of dispossessed and al-
most dissolute nobility, yet one re-
sponds to her as a warm and tragic 
woman. And one can't condemn 
Heinz Ruehmann's intense German 
nationalism in the face of the in-
creasing anti - Semitic pressures 
against him, but must open up to his 
devotion and good nature. 
These various elements, brought 
together under Stanley Kramer's pro-
duction and direction, combine into 
ar intriguing movie with character 
studies so touching that one wonders 
whether its creators belive they have 
actually set afloat a ship of fools. But 
perhaps it is the very inability to 
C(•ndemn all these peopli>-and our-
selves-as fools , the compulsion to 
rtspond to them as complex and 
troubled human beings, that brands us 
all as fools. 
If Languae Fails ... 
Co111i1111ed from pagt' thret' 
formers, between hostesses and 
guests. or between Americans and 
Yugoslavs. Rather the rapport was 
one of student-to-student. of youth-
tc-yuuth. The memory of Monday 
night is one of "East" having met. 
communicated with, and understood 
"West." and vice versa. Rudyard 
Kipling stands corrected: the "twain'" 
hr1ve met. and are looking forward 
to many more similar encounters. 
®tt.8&9 
Alum 
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NEWS regrets• an error in identification of this picture in last week's 
iaeue. The caption should have read: "Linda Sulton '66 holds a Ghanaian 
baby at an Outdooring, the naming ceremony for an infant." 
Pembroke Battle Triggers ••• 
Conti1111ed from paJ?e one out that distribution of birth control 
Dr. Johnson told her that he had medication is illegal I although the 
given several prescriptions to stu- law is often bypassed by private 
dents over that age. The Record and doctors>. She went Qn to say that 
thf' Brown Daily Herald published the "were there no such law, the college 
story simultaneously. The Pembroke health service would not prescribe 
newspaper used the occasion to criti- ccntraceptives to unmarried stu-
cize ~ean Rosemary Pierre], who dents." 
said "I don't know anything; r refuse When asked the grounds for this 
1-1 comment. I trust Dr. Johnson's decision, she said that the health 
medical discretion." service would be "putting a stamp 
"Foggy Foggy Dew" of approval on possible promiscuity." 
In an editorial, the Record accused The college would, however, refer un-
Dean Pierre! of "unnecessarily play- married students to gynecologists in 
ing the hypocrite" by "seeming to · Boston at the students' request. Mar-
condone" the distribution of contra- ried students, she said, could also 
ceptive pills and yet opposing ex- consult their own doctors. 
tended curfews, closed doors during Dr. Veeder and Miss Frisch both 
Brown's parietal hours, etc. The emphasized the hazardous side ef-
paper went on to examine the basis feds that. might result from taking 
of the entire "foggy, foggy dew of the pills, and the fact that they are 
ow· 'social system.' " "Under what not infallible. 
rationale do the college and the SGA "No College Function" 
!Student Government Asociationl Miss Frisch agreed that it "should 
judge and punish - and evf'n suspend not be the college's function to advise 
- students for social offenses when on birth control." Morally, she ex-
it allows this type of undercover free- plained her view that two people 
dcm?" who love each other enough to live 
The editorial favored Dr. Johnson's together should get married, empha-
altitude toward birth control. as a sizing a woman's need for a binding, 
step toward a more honest system total relationship. She, too, disting-
br:sed on personal freedom and re- uished between college health serv-
sponsibility. The Brown Daily Herald ices and private practise. "The pills 
called the action "intelligent and ~n- arc. not solving the psychological 
lightened"; the paper has long been problems."' she said. 
campaigning for more liberal social Representatives from other Massa-
regulations. chusetts colleges. interviewed in the 
While student reaction also sup- Globe 1 Sept. 29 l agreed with the 
ported the doctor's policies. many Wellesley op1mon. Dr. Dana L. 
students decried the national pub- Farnsworth of Harvard told the Crim-
licity and thought that the Record son that "members of a college 
had handled the matter irresponsibly. ht· a Ith service may discuss with stu-
President Barnaby C. Keeney made dents any aspect of their personal 
the following statement: li\"es. but 'supervision of contracep-
Presideut Keeuey's Statement tive practices of unmarried students 
"Dr. Jhonson was appointed by the is not an appropriate function." 
C_ollege Leaders' •.. 
Continued from page one 
At Douglass rooms of students who 
h~ve not signed in are checked at 
10·30 p.m. but Douglass also allows CAMPUS I mezzo-soprano, Gardner Museum. 3 
some students to have keys to their Friday, October 8: Junior Show, p.m. Free. 
dormitories! Connecticut College stops "One Knight's Stand." 8 p.m. Alum- The Christ Church Harmonic Soci-
all callers at a front gate through nae Hall. ety of New Zealand will perform at 
which they cannot pass without re- Saturday, October 9: Junior Show, Jordan Hall at 3 -p.m. Tickets are 
citing a name and dormitory of the "One Knight's Stand." 8 p.m. Alum- $1.50-$5. 
student whom they are visiting. Holy- nae Hall. Tuesday, October 12: Althea Mitch-
oke and Douglass students must sign Sunday, October 10: Candlelight ell at the piano. Gardner Museum. 
out during the day. Vespers will take place at 7:30 p.m. in 3 p.m. Free. 
Room Inspection the Chapel. ART 
While its sign out rules excepting .
1 
Mond~y, October 11: Serarpie der The Boston MuseuJ!1_of Fine Arts 
th f f hm See' ed Nersess1an, former professor of art at will be displaying 114 works by Nic-ose or res en, m more W 11 1 1 s I liberal than most Wellesley seemed , e es ey Col ege ~d presently the olas de tae until November 7. An 
. . . ' professor of Byzantme Art and Arch- exhibition of gifts made to the mu-
mGre restr_ictive m other respects. itecture at the Dumbarton Oaks Re- seum by Mrs. Peggy Guggenheim will 
Of the rune colleges,_ only ~ellesley search Library and College of Har- be on display until November 14. 
has comgulsory room mspection. vard University in Washington, D.C THEATER 
Faculty House Mothers will lecture at 8 p.m. in Jewett Audi- Charles Playhouse - Moliere's The 
When Pembroke students pointed torium. Miser. 
out that most of their dormitories Mr, Paul F. Geren, Foreign Service Colonial _ On a Clear Day You 
hC've resident fellows with families, officer, will be on campus to discuss Can See Forever, Louis Jourdan, 
01 senior advisors rather than house career opportunities. A film, "The Barbara Harris. Until October 9. 
mothers, Wheaton, Connecticut, and linending Struggle," depicting the Shubert _ Hot September, Sean 
Douglass revealed some similar pro- work of the Service will be shown at Garrison, Kathryn Hays, Eddie 
grams. 4: 15 in Pendleton. Bracken. Until October 9. 
Not all the other schools were faced Wednesday, October 13: The French Wilbur_ Generation, Henry Fonda. 
with the Wellesley restriction that department lecture on poetry will be Until October 9. 
prevents national organizatio.ns Clike given at 7:45 p.m. in Pendleton. Theater Company of Boston: _ 
S.D.S., N.A.A.C.P., or YAFJ from Francis Ponge, poet and critic, will Waiting for Godot, at the New Eng-
forming chapters at Wellesley. speak on "Problemes de la Signifi- land Life Building, a: 30 p.m.; all 
Psychiatry, Funds cation." seats $2.50. Oct. 8 only. 
Wellesley was more progressive At a Biology department collo- MOVIES 
Uran other schools on two issues. quium in 100 Sage at 4 p.m., Dr. J. Astor - Ship of Fools. 
The lack of a school psychiatrist Walter Wilson will speak on "The Beacon Hill - What's New Pussy-
was an editorial concern of both the History of Cytology." cat. 
Simmons and Wheaton editors. LECTURES Boston Cinerama - Hallelujah 
Several schools protested a sizable Sunday, October 10: Ford Hall Trail. 
<up to $36) student activities fee. At Forum Lectures presents Dr. Ralph Brattle - The Magnificent Amber-
Wheaton a $1 "Religious Activities" E. Lapp, speaking on "The Explosion sons COct. 8-9). Eisenstein's A Time 
fee to support Christian activities is in the East: Red China as a Nuclear in the Sun (Oct. 10-16). 
required even of atheists. Power. 8 p.m. Jordan Hall. Free. Capri - The Collector. 
News Policy MUSIC Gary - The Sound of Music. 
Saturday, October 9: The Budapest Music Hall - That Funny Feeling. 
In the newspaper meetings discus- Children's Choir will perform in Jor- Saxon _ My Fair Lady. 
sion focused on editorial policy and dan Hall at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are Cinema, Shoppers' World-Oct. 13-
o:i campus issues. All the editors $1.50-$5. 14 An Evening With the Royal Ballet 
agreed that major local and national Sunday, October 10: Carolyn Reyer,, with Margot Fonteyn and Rudolph 
news deserved editorial comment and Nureyev. 
coverage. 
During the enlightening shop talk 
we found some methods worth try-
ing: others we will not adopt: e.g. 
on many papers the word of the ed-
itor-in-chief is law, while on News the 
editorial board decides the editorials 
and they are read, discussed, and 
amended by the entire staff at a 
weekly meeting_ 
Community Playhouse 
Wellesley Hilla CEdar 5-0047 
·Evening• at 7:45 
Sun. Continuou1 Beginning 4:15 
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat., Oct. 6 to 9 
Sophia Loren & George Peppard 
in "OPERATION CROSSBOW" 
("The Great Spy Mission") 
also All the Oldtime Stars in 
"THE BIG PARADE OF 
COMEDY" 
Sun., Mon., Tues., Oct. 10-11-12 
Holiday Matinee Tues at 2 
Brandon DeWilde in Walt Disney's 
"THOSE GALLOW A YS" 
"COUNTRY COYOTE GOES 
HOLLYWOOD" 
7 Days Beginning Wed., Oct. 13 
Peter O'Toole as "LORD JIM" 
MARK STEVENS 
famous-name shoes 
Feminine Footwear Fashions 
Attractively Low-Priced 
GET DISCOUNT CARD 
564A Washington st Wellesley sq. 
on Patent Medicines - Vitamins -
Cosmetics - Toiletries - Etc. at 
CARROLL'S (Sal-Mac, Inc.) 
S72 Washington Street 
opposite Village Church 
CE 5-3603 
Across from the 
Wellesley National Bank 
Open Friday night 'tit 9 P .M. 
Emlllo Bair Stylist 
CE 7-1814 
MU Waahlqtoa Slftlet 
WdMley Square 
ema 1 
Held Over 2nd week 
First Boston Showing 
FRANK SINATRA 
"MARRIAGE ON THE 
ROCKS" Color 
2: 10-4: 15-7: 00-9:30 
& Thur. 1:10-3:~ 
7:00-9:3 
STARTS OCT 20 
Call CE S-2489 for Free Delivery 
Hours Mon.-&t. 8 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Passport Photos plus Photos For 
Applications, Licenses, etc. 
Custom Photo Frames 
BUBERTS 
83 Central Street 
IN SHOPf'ERs• WORLD 
872-4400 * CE 5-8020 
Walt Disney's • Col<11 
"OLD YELLER" 
Wed. Fri. Mon. 2: IO 
4:40-7:05-9:30 
Thur. San. 1:50-4:20 
7:05-9:30 
Tue. Sat 11:50-2:lS 
• 7:00-9:25 
"THOSE MAGNIFICENT MEN. 
IN TllEm FLYING MACHINES" 
University to practice medicine I A Boston University spokesman 
among the students. Such an appoint- ccndemned Dr. ,Johnson's stand mor-1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ment implies a broad discretion to ally, and mentioned the legal issue 
treat cases as seems best to him in a" well. A representative of Emerson 
the light of his knowledge and judge- College said that it was "fine" if a 
mcnt. Dr. Johnson does not discuss girl over 21 asked her school doctor 
thr treatment with the deans or with for advice on birth control but that 
me except in very unusual circum- th1:; health service "was not set up 
stances and then without mentioning for this purpose." Simmons' admin-
the individuals by name. I am satis- istrator agreed it was a "private 
fied with his performance and judge- matter." Smith gave the terse reply 
inent. "What the Brown doctor did was his j , 
The two cases in which he pre- business. We don't do it here." 
scribed contraceptive pills were re- Schools in states where there is no 
ferred to him by clergy. All individ- legal ban were not questioned, and 
uals involved were of legal age. Both News could not, at this time, find 
couples intended to marry. One al- definite information on their policies. 
ready has. After careful examination 
of the circumstances, Dr. Johnson 
decided to prescribe contraceptive 
pills. It is common practice to do so 
well before marriage. 
Dr. Johnson cannot violate the con-
fic1ence of medical consultations. The 
f:Jct that a planted student reporter 
di<' violate this confidence does not 
n·lieve Dr. Johnson of his obligation." 
V/ellesley's View 
News consulted Dr. Elizabeth 
Veeder of the Wellesley Health Serv-
The MIT Baton Society 
presents 
RAVI SHANKAR 
with ALLA RAKHA 
Thurs., Oct. 7, 1965 
8:30 P.M. 
Kresge Auditorium, MIT 
ice and Miss Teresa Frisch, Dean of Tickets: $%.00 
Students. to find out their opinions 






WED. & THUR. 
OCT. 13 & 14 
RUDOLPH 
NUREYEV 
AN EVENING WITH 
THER@YAL 
BALLET 
Tickets now on sale 
Matinee 2 p .M. Adm. 1.49 
Students Mat. 4 p.m. Adm. 1.00 
Evening 8 pm. JAdm. 2.00 
Pierced earrings 
Have that pierced look 
Largest selection in Wellesley 
Priced $1 - $2 
Casa de Espana 
22 Grove Street 
Wellesley Spuare 
--





Lower Falls Weston Road 
--
where bankin1 ia made convnient 
f« the Wellt::iley CoJlqe Studerita 
..__. l'ederaJ ~ au.ranee CWporatloll 11-" .. f'edenJ .... rve 5>-•-
